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 HYPOTHESES FOR CONTINUOUS TIME STOCHASTIC

 PROCESSES

 By B. L. S. PRAKASA RAO
 Indian Statistical Institute

 SUMMARY. Consider a stochastic process {Xt,t > 0} whose distributions depend on an

 unknown parameter (7,6). A locally asymptotically most powerful test, for testing the composite

 hypothesis Hq : 7 = 70 against H\ : 7 ^ 70 in the presence of a nuisance parameter 6 is developed

 following the concept of C(a)-tests introduced by Neyman. Results are illustrated by means of

 example of process {X(t),t > 0} satisfying the linear stochastic differential equation dX(t) =

 (yX(t)+0)dt + dW(t)ft >0.

 1. Introduction

 Neyman (1959) developed the notion of C(??)-tests for testing composite
 statistical hypotheses. He suggested a method by which a locally asymptot
 ically most powerful test can be constructed for testing a composite hypoth
 esis H0 : 7 = 7o against the alternative H\ : 7 ^ 70 when the observations
 {Xjbl < k < n) are independent and identically distributed whose distribu
 tions F(x;j, 0) depending on an unknown scalar parameter 7 and an unknown
 nuisance parameter vector 6. Neyman (1979) gave an extensive review of C(at
 tests and their use. These results were extended to other types of probability
 structures such as when the observations are independent but not identically
 distributed in Bartoo and Puri (1967). Sarma (1968) studied the case when
 the observations are made on a stationary Markov process. Bhat and Kulka
 rni (1972) generalized the results to discrete time stochastic processes. For an
 exposition of some of these results, see Basawa and Prakasa Rao (1980).

 Our aim in this paper is to develop optimal asymptotic tests of composite
 hypotheses for continuous time stochastic processes. The problem is formulated
 in Section 2. Martingale test statistics useful in constructing asymptotic tests
 of hypotheses are discussed in Section 3. The asymptotic power of such tests is
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 OPTIMAL TESTS FOR STOCHASTIC PROCESSES  9

 investigated in Section 4. Optimality of these tests in a special case is studied
 in Section 5. Results are illustrated by deriving an optimal asymptotic test for
 testing the hypotheses Ho : 7 = 70 against H\ : 7 ^ 70 in a linear stochastic
 differential equation

 dX(t) = (iX(t) + 0)dt 4- dW(t),t > 0

 where {W(t),t > 0)} is the standard Wiener processes, X(0) = 0,7 and 0 ? R.
 Here 0 is the nuisance parameter.

 2. Formulation of the problem

 Let T be an open interval containing the origin and 0 be an open set con
 tained in llk and let C = T x O. For every (7,0) G C let {Xt(i,0),t > 0} be

 a stochastic process defined on a probability space (?l,T, P). Let P^0 be the
 probability measure induced by the process Xr(l,0) = {^t(7>0),O < * < T}
 on a suitable function space X? with an associated a-algebra Bt- Suppose

 Pj0 ^ /?T where pT is a probability measure on (Xt,Bt)> We assume that X?
 is independent of (7,0) G ( and that the cr-algebras Br are nested.

 The problem of interest is to construct an optimal asymptotic test of the
 hypothesis H0 : 7 = 70 G T against the alternative H\ : 7 ^ 70. Here optimality
 is in a suitable sense to be defined later. We now define what we mean by an
 asymptotic test of the hypothesis HQ against H\.

 Definition 2.1. Let 0 < a < 1. Let {Rt} be a family of measurable subsets
 of {Xr} for T > 0. The family is said to define an asymptotic test of level a
 of the hypothesis Hq : 7 = 70 against H\ : 7 ^ 70 if

 limP$[Xt(7o,0)e?r] = a
 for all 0 G 9.

 Let If (a) be a class of asymptotic level a tests of the hypothesis Ho : 7 = 70.
 Let 7* = {77^} be a collection in T converging to 70 as T ?+ 00. Let P denote a
 family of such collections 7* and {R^} G K(a).

 Definition 2.2. An asymptotic level a test {R!?} G -K(ct) is optimal within
 the class K(a) if for any collection {77} G V and for any 0 G ?

 lim P^[Xt(7o,?) Ar] - P^XrCTr,*) G Ar]} > 0

 for ail {RT} G if (a).
 Suppose the process {Xt(^,0),t > 0} is ^-adapted for every t > 0 and for

 every (7, 0) G ( Let {0t} be an ^-adapted process. 0t may or may not be a
 function of {Xs, (7,0), 0 < s < t}.
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 10  B. L. S. PRAKASA RAO

 Definition 2.3. Consider an .^-adapted proccess {v^,? > 0} possibly de

 pendent on (7,0) such that v^?>oo as t ? 00 under P^\. 0t is said to be locally
 v"'-consistent estimator of 0 if there exists Aj ^ 0 such that

 vf 1 eJt - e3 - A3(y - 70) |= o?(i), 1 < j < k

 under {Pfy} for all 7 and 0. If Aj ? 0 for 1 < j < k, then 0t is called a
 vW- consistent estimator of0.

 In the following, we shall denote the probability measure induced by the
 process {^(7,0),* > 0} by Pl?.

 3. Martingale test statistics

 Suppose {ft(Xt(^,0)\0),t > 0} is an .^-adapted stochastic process such
 that

 {/((Jt((7o,0);0),t>O}

 is zero mean square integrable martingale under Pyo?. From the definition of a
 square integrable martingale, it follows that

 sup J57o^[/i(Xe(7o,?);e)]2<oo. 0<?<oo

 Suppose the function ft(x; 0) is differentiate thrice with respect to 0;, 1 < j < k.
 Let fjt denote the first partial derivative of ft with respect to 0j and f?t denote
 the second partial derivative with respect to 0j and 0\ respectively. We assume
 that fjit = fijt. Let

 a)(0',T)=<fT(Xt(1{),0y,0)>T
 where <Y >r denotes the quadratic variation of a square integrable martingale
 {Yt}.

 Suppose that

 ZT((7o,0);0) ^ h{XJ}^e) -MO, 1) - T -? oc
 where (70,0) is the true parameter. Sufficient conditions ensuring this asymp
 totic behaviour are given in Heiland (1982). If 0 is known, then Zt((iq,0)\0)
 can be used as a test statistic for testing Hq : 7 = 70 against H\ : 7 7^ To- Since
 Zt depends on the unknown parameter 0,Zt((io,0)]0) is not computable.We
 now study sufficient conditions on / under which the asymptotic behaviour
 of Zt((^q,0); (0T) is the same as that of Zt((iq,0)]6) where 0T is a suitable
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 OPTIMAL TESTS FOR STOCHASTIC PROCESSES  11

 Tt -adapted estimator of 0. It is clear that {Zt((*1q,0)\0t)} is a well defined
 ^T-adapted process.

 For notational convenience, we write f? f?r /r(-X"r(7o>0);0) and o~fr for
 Of(0;T) in the following discussion. Assume that the following conditions hold:

 *( ?)

 (AO) -?? is twice continuously differentiable in 0;

 (Al) 0T is v^-consistent for 0 as T ? oo under (70,0) in the sense of
 Definition 2.3;

 ,(-*))

 (A2)(i)BA^(^:)]<0o>l<i<fc;
 1 / d rf\

 (to)  a /? to)

 under P^ I for 1 < j < k;
 (iii) for every 0 G O, there exists a neighbourhood i^(7o) of 0 such that

 sup I^T-l^^
 where

 teUeho) dOjdOt (TfT J

 EyoAh^\xT(1oM/mm(vf\v?T))] = O(l), 1 < j,l < k;
 and

 ,(T)
 (iv) {min^,^)}-1^ - ^p.?]}ifl as T - oo. under P$.

 Here hS? stands for /ijt (-XV(7oi0)).
 Let us expand Zr((7oj ?); 0T) around the point 70 under the conditions (AO)

 to (A2). Then

 = ?S?iT-0i)v?${?;
 EL  [?])}

 ^(?jT-?>J^{j570,fl(j-[|^])
 + ? .? hi?fT - tyt?r - W^f^ Jagg;

 ^?-m)
 ff/r  |0 = 0*}

 where \\0-6* ||<|| 0 - 0r || and hence

 Zt((7o,0);0t)-.Zt((7o,0);0)

 EOp(l)op(l)+ SOp(l)^,9 |
 #n

 <T/r

 +^E ?0,(1)0,(1) . ? p, *g? ?j=h=i [min(^ ',v\ J)\?
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 12  B. L. S. PRAKASA RAO

 under the assumptions (AO) to (A2). It can be checked that the above expression
 is op(l) as T ? oo provided

 8 f(7o)
 ?7o,*(^[?)] = 0,1 <j<fc,

 since min(ir \v\ ^)?>oo under P^ ?-measure. Hence we have the following re
 sult.

 Theorem 3.1. Suppose the conditions (AO) to (A2) hold for a zero mean
 square integrable martingale {ft(Xt(^,0)\0),t > 0}. Define

 Zr(to,MSMXj??>l)ie) ...(3.1) of (6; T)
 where

 <rj{0,T) =< fT(XT(To,9y,0) >T
 Then

 p ?
 Zt((7o,0);Ot) - ZT((lo,0);6)-*0 as T - 00

 under {P^ \] provided

 90j \ <JfT
 = 0,1< j<k. ...(3.2)

 In particular, if

 Zr((lo,0);9)^N(0,1) as T - oo under {P^}
 then

 ZT((lo, 6);?T)?N(0,1) as T - oo under {P^}
 under the conditions (AO) to (A2) provided (3.2) holds.

 Example 3.1. Consider the stochastic process {Xt} defined by the stochastic
 differential equation

 dXt = 6(Xt;7,0)dt + a(Xt)dWi, t > 0, X0 = 0

 where 0 is the nuisance parameter and we would like to test the hypothesis Hq :
 7 == 70. It is known that, under some smoothness conditions, the loglikelihood
 function given the observation {Xs, 0 < s < t} is given by
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 OPTIMAL TESTS FOR STOCHASTIC PROCESSES  13

 Using the Ito's formula, it can be seen that (cf. Lanska (1979)),

 it(1,e) = H(xt]1,o)-H(Xvn,o)+ ? h(xs]1,o)ds ...(3.4) Jo
 where

 and

 #(x;7,i>)= r Jo

 i.b\x-n,e) , db(x-tl,9). , b(xn,0)^ Mx;7,?) = -^(^^ + ^-^) +  dx

 2 a2(x) dx a(x)
 Let ?[(7,0) denote the derivative of ?t(l,0) with respect to 0. Then

 4(7,0) = H'(xt-n,e) - H'(xon,o) + [ h'(xs'n,e)ds ...(3.5) Jo

 _ r-^f^?x, - r&i^Mi,. ... (3.6) Jo vz(Xs) Jo ??(XS)
 It is important to note that the expression (3.5) does not involve any stochas

 tic integral and {t!t(l,0)]t > 0} forms a martingale with respect to the natural
 family of cr-algebras {Ft} from (3.6). Hence, if {0t,t > 0} is ^-adapted, then
 the process {?t(7,#t);? > 0} process is well defined and one can expand it via
 Taylor's expansion using {3.4) as was done in Lanska (1979). This gives an exam
 ple of a martingale test statistic obtained from the martingale {ij(7,0)]t > 0}.
 One can construct a similar class of martingale statistics by choosing suitable
 ^i-adapted processes G and g so that

 G'(Xfn,6)-G'(Xon,0)-r [ g'(Xs]<y,0)ds,s>O Jo
 forms a ^-adapted martingale from which martingale test statistics can be
 formed.

 4. Asymptotic power

 Define {ft(Xt(^,0)',0)} as in Section 3 and suppose the Conditions (AO)
 to (A2) hold. Further assume that the equation (3.2) holds. We would like to
 study the asymptotic behaviour of Zt((it, Q)\ &t) as T ? oo where {77} is an
 arbitrary collection in T converging to 70 and 0t is a v^-consistent estimator.
 Here
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 14  B. L. S. PRAKASA RAO

 ZT((7T,0);0r)  /r(Xr(7r,g);flr)

 and

 Zr((7T,0),?)= a?{g_T)-.
 fw

 Let us write /J7; for fT{XT{l,B)\9) and <x/T for <r/(0;T).
 In addition to the conditions (AO) to (A2) and the validity of the equation

 (3.2) for all (7,0), assume that the following conditions hold for {77-} :

 (A3) (i) ^{?-{^r}-EyrA?-(f-^r)}}^ ifj-measure as T - 00 for 1 < 3 < *;

 (ii) there exists a neighbourhood To of 70 and a neighbourhood [^9(70) of 0
 such that

 d2
 sup sup I m m  a/r  |<^(Xr(7o,0))

 where

 for 1 < j, I < k;

 (A4)

 ??^ [/l'/(XT(7o,0))/(min(1;i(r),t;f)))] = O(l)

 ?T} 1 "IT'9
 f(17-r

 _d_ ZJ_
 90i I ^T

 -?. 7o,<  00,

 as T ?? 00 for 1 < j < A;; and

 (A5) max(vf\ \<j< k){jr - 70) = Op(l).

 m*
 Note that

 ZT((7T,0);0r)-^r((7T,0);0)
 ait) It
 (JfT

 a2
 j 1 J

 It_
 GfT  0=0'

 k * * ? t 1 Id  Air) It
 OfT

 -E. 'trfi '  do.
 A7t) It
 OfT
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 OPTIMAL TESTS FOR STOCHASTIC PROCESSES  15

 +?jU(?jT - 0j)EyrJ i of
 ?T_
 a?T

 +l^=^U?jT - 9}){?lT -et)v<pv<pi
 d2

 v(pvp dew
 ?X_
 Ojt $=0'T

 From the v(r)-consistency of the estimator ?r and the conditions (Al), (A3) to
 (A5), it follows that

 Zr((7r,0);?T)-Zr((7r,0);?)

 ?(?jT - WP-^EirA^l^)} + op(1)
 k
 S

 "3

 (7

 [r_
 130j L (TfT

 d r47o)
 = ^o3T-03y^E^wv^\} + oP(i). j=\ J vy) ?Vj (TfT

 Equation (3.2) implies that

 Zt({tt,0);Ot) - Zt((it,0);0) = oP(\)

 in Pyp ^-probability as T ? oo. Hence we have the following theorem.
 Theorem 4.1. Suppose the conditions (AO), (Al) and (AS) to (A5) hold

 in addition to (3.2). Then

 Zt((it,0)\Ot) - ZT((yr, 0)\ 0)^0 in P^e probability as T-^ oo.

 In addition to (AO) to (A5), suppose the following conditions hold.

 (A6) Let mr(7,0) = E^e[fT(XT(^,0)\0)). Assume that mT(7,?) is twice
 continuously differentiable with respect to 7 with uniformly bounded second
 derivatives.

 Expanding around 70, we have

 dmrr('y 0)
 mT(iT, 0) = mr(7o, 6) + (yr - 7o)-^~? I 7 = 7o

 + (lT - 7o)2 d2mT(i, 0)
 6V

 ?7

 7 = 7r

 where | 7r ~ 7o |<| It - 7o |.
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 16  B. L. S. PRAKASA RAO

 (A7) Suppose that

 MXT(yr, 0)i 0) - rnT(lT, 0) ? vrn *
 ^/r((7T,0);0) [ ' ;

 (JA
 in P^ ?-probability as T ? oo where

 ^/t((7t, 0); 0) =< MXt?tt, 0); 0) - r(7T,?) >^
 and

 (A8) ZEp^M as T -, oo in p?> - probability. tf/r((7o,0);0) 7r'"
 Then

 {fT(XT(lT, 0); 0) - mr(7T, 0)}/<x/r((7r, 0); 0)^AT(0,1)

 in P^ ?-probability as T ? oo. Define

 7 ,, 0y0,_MxT(yr,ey,e)
 zT((lT,eye)= a/r((7o0);0)

 Hence

 Zrihr eye) - mT(7T'g) ^w(o d rU7T' j' j ^/r((7o,?);0) ^W1;

 in P^T?-probability as T ? oo. Therefore, by Theorem 4.1,

 in P,f, ^-probability as T ?* oo under the conditions (AO) to (Al) and (A3) to
 (A8) provided (3.2) holds and we have the following result.

 Theorem4.2. Suppose the conditions (AO), (Al) and (A3) to (A8) hold.
 Then

 as T ?> oo.

 Special case. Let us consider the special case when 077^(705 0); 0) is non
 random and vj is non-random for 1 < j < k. Then

 as T ? 00.
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 OPTIMAL TESTS FOR STOCHASTIC PROCESSES  17

 Furthermore

 mT(7T,0) , . 1 0mr(7,0) - = (7t~7o) ^/t((7o,0);0) w J<y}T((lo^y,0) dy 7=7o

 (7r-7o)2 1 ?>Vr(7,e),
 2 a/T((7o,0);?) ?72 ^ ""^

 where | 7f ~ 7o |<| It ? 7o |- Let r?T = max(vj , 1 < j < A:). Suppose

 7T = 7o 4- (At?t)-1 for fixed A > 0. ... (4.3)
 Then

 zT({lT,ey,?T)^N(--; mfl/mri7,0)U.i) (4-4) VA7?T?7/r((7o,0)i0) ?7 7 7o /

 from (4.1). Under the conditions on 7717(7, #) assumed above, it follows by
 arguments similar to those in Neyman (1959) that the asymptotic power of the
 test defined by the test statistic Zt((it,Q)')Or) is obtained from the normal
 distribution with mean

 _I_^(7,0), (45) A7?t<t/t((7o,0);0) 07 '7=7?
 and variance unity.

 Remarks. Assumptions (AO) to (A8) stated in this section are of the classical
 Cramer-Wald type. It may be explored whether they can be restated in terms
 of LAN or LAMN and L2-differentiability conditions. We do not do this here.

 5. Optimal tests in the non-random case

 In the last section, we have derived a formula for computing the asymptotic A A (T)
 power of the test statistic Zt((it, 0); Qt) where 0jt is a v? '-consistent estimator

 ot Oj,l < j < k and tj(t)(it - 7o) = 0(1) where np) = max(i;;- }, 1 < j < k).
 Let

 dP{T)

 ^)(x;0) = log^(x)|7=7ox ^r.
 dP{T)

 Assume that, for every x ? Xr and for every (7,0), the density jffi{x) is at
 least twice differentiate with respect to all the (k4-1) parameters. Let <t>\ \x\ 0)
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 18  B. L. S. PRAKASA RAO

 h^U-i  dP[ (T)

 and <jy0 }(x; 0) denote the-derivatives of the log j^(x) with respect to 7 and 0j
 respectively evaluated at 7 = 70. Assume further that

 A& = ^o,<,[^p(Xr(7o,?);0)]2<oo) AT)
 So?, A2. = E^e[<t><?(xT(l0,ey,0)^f)(xT(7o,eye)} < oc,1 < i < k

 and
 y CO  ?T),  t.cn

 Kl = ?7?,e[^;;(A:T(7o,0);0)^;;(A:r(7o,0);?)] < 00,1 < i,j < k.
 (T') (T} (T}

 Note that A^0, X\ e and \\? are all functions of 0 and 70. Let

 A<r> =

 AT) ,(T)
 ^7o7o Al0el x(T) x(T)

 vCO \(T)  ... A,

 X(T)

 (T)

 x(T) : AT)
 A7o7o /v12

 (T)
 L ?121  (C0 V22

 L ^7o?fc ^Mt "ekok J

 and suppose that Aj2 is invertible. Define

 a^'a^-1 = (?^(70, ey..., 4r)(7o, 0))
 IT)

 where A' denotes transpose of a matrix A. Then the regression of <j>\a' on

 4>?f\l <i<k is

 ??^(70,0)^. 1=1

 Define

 ?CO

 and

 Let

 YT(XT(^0);0) = 4$ - Ea? (7o,0)0?
 1=1

 ~2

 ?*((7o,0);T) = JB7o,f,[rr(A:T(7o,0);?)]2.

 zr(xr(7o,?);aT)^^ ^0);^

 ..(5.1)

 ...(5.2)

 .(5.3)
 ?((io,ey,T)

 (Bl) Suppose that differentiability with respect to (7,0) under the integral

 sign in (5.4) is valid and that the support of p!?J does not depend on (7,0).
 Note that
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 OPTIMAL TESTS FOR STOCHASTIC PROCESSES  19

 i ^V-i.
 and

 ...(5.4)

 ...(5.5)

 ...(5.6)
 (B2) Suppose differentiation with respect to 0 under the integral sign is

 permissible in the equation (5.6).
 It is easy to check that

 e^I^ + Yt^i^o,i <i<k
 and hence

 E?,[f|] = 0
 from (5.6) which implies that

 ?70,0
 \d9,

 YT
 *(( ?, ?);T)

 = 0

 .(5.7)

 ...(5.8)

 ..(5.9)

 from (5.6) and (5.7). Let ra^ (7,0) be the expectation of ?t(Xt(i, 0)\ 0) under
 P^q as defined in Section 3 and 77*7(7,0) De tne corresponding expression for
 Yt(Xt(i,0)',0) defined above. In order to compare the asymptotic powers of
 level a test statistics from these, let us compute from (4.5). Note that

 Af)
 ST

 ArfrVfri

 ATfr<TfT(

 Artr(TfT(\

 Arfr<TfT^

 Anr<TfT(

 amff(7,fl)

 ^W)E^e
 7=7o

 07 17=7o

 ^0) ^70,0 [/t7? *t]

 since ?7O)0 [/t^V^] = 0 ^y hypothesis which in turn follows from the fact

 EyoAfP"^} = -E,B,0  d0t  17=7o  = 0
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 20  B. L. S. PRAKASA RAO

 by (3.2) in the nonrandom case. All the above calculations can be justified
 under the additional assumption that (B3) the expression ET^[/r(Xr(7,0);0)]
 can be differentiated under the integral sign with respect to 7 and 0. Hence

 = ?^((7o,0);T)
 Ar)T<T((7o,0);r>

 totrOUmfl)-?)

 ( since E^fiprifP] = 0,1 < i < k)
 J--E. '7o,9  dy lr=-ro

 Ar77-<T((-ro,0);r)

 _ _1_?mT(-ifi) i
 Ar,r?((7o,0);T) dy ,7=7?'

 Now, following arguments similar to those given in Bhat and Kulkarni (1972)
 (cf. Basawa and Prakasa Rao (1980)), it can be shown that the C(a)-test based
 on Yr is optimal in the sub-dass of critical regions symmetric about 7 = 70 for
 testing Hq : 7 = 70 against Hi : 7 ^ 70.

 Example

 Consider the diffusion process defined by the stochastic differential equation

 dX(t) = (7X(t) 4- 0)dt + dW(t),t> 0, X(0) =0 ... (6.1)

 where {W(t),t > 0} is the standard Wiener process.
 The problem is to test the hyposthesis

 Ho : 7 = 7o against #1 : 7 ^ 70

 in the presence of the nuisance parameter 0. Let P^ ^ be the probability measure
 generated by the process {X(t),0 < t < T} on C[0,T] when (7,0) is the true
 parameter. Here C[0,T] is the space of all real-valued continuous functions on
 [0,T] endowed with the supremum norm. Let pT be the measure generated by
 the standard Wiener process on C[0,T}. Note that

 P(2( / X2(t)dt < 00) = 1 for all T > 0. ... (6.2) Jo

 Hence P: J is absolutely continuous with respect to pr and
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 dP r1 i r1

 log-^- = y (yX(t) + 6)dX(t)-?J (1X(t) + 9)*dt
 (cf. Basawa and Prakasa Rao (1980)). It is easy to check that

 4P= / X(t)dX(t)- [ (l0X(t) + 9)X(t)dt Jo Jo
 and

 4T)= / dX(t)- f (loX(t) + 0)X(t)dt Jo Jo
 when (70,0) is the true parameter. In view of (6.1), it can be seen that

 *(? = fX{t)dW{t) Jo
 and

 In particular

 and

 Hence

 <Af) = / dW{t) = W(T). Jo

 ^ = Elofi\J? X{t)dW{t)}*
 I CO  = ? EyoAX(t)?dt,

 ^b = Ey^X(t)dW(t)gdW(t))

 \$ = E^e[W\T)\ = T.

 A<r> =
 X(T) AT)
 AT) At)
 Ay0e Aee

 J? ET*[X*{t)]dt gE^e[X(t)]dt
 [ I^E^[X(t)]dt T

 and
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 22  B. L. S. PRAKASA RAO

 O??"' = ^j\o?X(t)}dt s o(u?0) (say) .
 Furthermore the regression of (j>\0' on <j)e ' is given by

 (ijiT?;70,?[x(i)]A)4r).
 Define

 YT = YTho,0) = ^)-a(7o,0)^r)
 = j0TX(t)dW(t)-a(l0,e)?dW(t) -..(6.7)
 = . J?[X(t)-a(l0,9)}dW(t).

 Then

 i((7o,0);T) = E^e[YTf
 = /T^,e[X(?)-a(7o,0)]2d? (68)
 = flE^e{X2(t))dt-Ta*(lo,0)
 = f E^e[X2(t))dt - 1(/0T ??,^?)]*)2.

 Suppose there exists 0 < ?r ? oo independent of 0 such that

 i- / E^e[X(t) - a(7o, ?)]2A -> 6(7o, 0) as T -> oo ... (6.9) PT Jo

 for some 0 < 6(70,0) < 00. By the central limit theorem for stochastic integrals
 (cf. Basawa and Prakasa Rao (1980) or Kutoyants (1984)), it follows that

 yr(7o,g) ?m 1} M r ^ ?,. ... (6.10)
 $^2(7o,0)

 It is easy to see that

 EyoAYT<f>?)) = 0. (6.11)
 In order to use

 as a test statistic for testing Ho : 7 = 7o against H\ : 7 ^ 70, we need a in
 consistent estimator of 0 for some v^ ?> 00 as T -+ 00. It is easy to check from
 (6.3) that
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 d_

 dj  'v?&
 and

 d_
 d9

 dfP

 log

 = / X(t)dX{t)- [ (1X{t) + 9)X(t)dt ...(6.13) Jo Jo

 <e
 dnT

 The likelihood equations are

 = / dX(t)~ [ (<yX(t) + 0)dt. ...(6.14) Jo Jo

 d
 $7 log

 dPT
 d^T ?? log <e dtf

 They lead to the estimators

 0T = X(T)-jTgx(t)dt
 and

 IT  gx(t)dX(t)-9Tgx(t)dt
 !?X^t)dt

 However, if (70, #) is the true parameter and 70 is known, then

 X(T) = 70 / X(t)dt + 0T+ W(T) Jo
 and the maximum likelihood estimator 0t of 0 satisfies the relation

 .(6.15)

 (6.16)

 ...(6.17)

 ...(6.18)

 ...(6.19)

 Note that y/T(0i ? 0) is normal with mean zero and variance one. Hence 0t is
 a VT-consistent estimator of 0 with vt = T1/2. The statistic

 <'6"'(-,o,?r)
 can be used as a test statistic for testing Ho : 7 = 7o against the alternative
 Hi : 7 t? 7o and it is an optimal asymptotic test.
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